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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

IK Multimedia Introduces SampleTank FREE  
The ultimate free sample workstation 
Make hit songs using the virtual instrument  

and sounds the pros choose 
 

October 2010 – IK Multimedia is pleased to introduce SampleTank FREE - a full-
featured version of SampleTank 2.5, with a 500MB specially selected sound library. 
Musicians may now experience for FREE the full power and flexibility of the 
industry’s leading sound sample playback engine and build their compositions to 
perfection. 
 

  
 
Players can now start with SampleTank Free and its 500 MB library of studio quality 
sounds and grooves, and then expand their sonic palette by choosing from more 
than 24,000 multi-sampled sounds and loops, totaling almost 60GB of samples.  
 
Samples include: Acoustic, electric, electronic and loop sounds from SampleTank 2.5 
L or XL, furthermore, users can add sounds from existing “Powered by SampleTank” 
sound modules such as the orchestral workstation - Miroslav Philharmonik™, the 
synth workstation - Sonik Synth 2™, the official Moog® anthology – SampleMoog™, 
the vintage “Tron” collection of SampleTron™ or the 30 available Xpansion Tank 2™ 
style and instrument-based sound collections.
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SampleTank FREE features: 
 

• 500 MB of FREE studio-quality sounds  
• 16 part multi-timbral sound module with layerable/mixable parts 
• 3 synth engines:  

  - STRETCH™ (formant preserving pitch-shift/time-stretch) 
  - Polyphonic Pitch-Shift/Time-Stretch (PS/TS)  
  - Resampling 

• The most powerful Multi-Effects section in a software workstation with: 
  - 5 insert effects per Part 
  - 5 Send effects 
  - 5 Master effects 

• 33 built-in DSP effects to choose from, with DSP derived from award-winning 
audio processors like T-RackS and AmpliTube 

• Part and Master Loop Sync 
• Can be expanded with: SampleTank 2.5 L and XL sounds and any Powered by 

SampleTank sound modules, including Miroslav Philharmonik, Sonik Synth 2, 
SampleMoog and SampleTron 

• Can be expanded with any Xpansion Tank 2 sounds 
• Imports WAV, AIFF, SDII, AKAI S-1000/3000 and SAMPLECELL instruments 

directly from the plug-in 
• Available both as a standalone application as well as a plug-in  
• Supported plug-in formats: VST, RTAS, and AU on MacOSX/Windows 

 
SampleTank FREE is a unique virtual instrument suitable for studio and live use and 
as it is light on CPU it can easily run on laptops. Additionally, it is one of the few 
virtual instruments that allows users to make full compositions from start to finish 
right out of the box - with full producing power using IK’s award-winning built-in 
effects. SampleTank has been used on countless Grammy® and Oscar® winning hit 
records from Eminem, Coldplay, Black Eyed Peas, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Nickelback, 
Serj Tankian, Nelly Furtado, Genesis, Asia, The Hollies, Gary Numan and countless 
others. 
 
Pricing and availability 
 
SampleTank FREE is a free software download. All currently registered users of IK 
products can download it right now from their IK Website User Area. New users may 
visit: 
http://www.ikmultimedia.com/sampletankfree/download 
 
Or for more information, please go to: 
http://www.ikmultimedia.com/sampletankfree 
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Warm regards, 
 
 

 
IK Multimedia. Musicians First. 

 
About IK Multimedia: IK Multimedia is a computer music technology company that offers a diverse range of affordable and easy-to-use 
music production tools with great sound quality and a realistic look and feel. With over one million installations worldwide, the IK range 
has been adopted by musicians of every level, from beginners to professionals, to gain access to high-end, studio-quality gear from their 
computers or mobile devices. SampleTank®, Sonik Synth 2™, SampleTron™ and Philharmonik™ are trademarks or registered 
trademarks property of IK Multimedia Production Srl. Miroslav name used under license from Universal Sincopation Ltd. SampleMoog™ 
is a trademark jointly owned by IK Multimedia and Moog Music® Inc. All other product names and images, trademarks and artists 
names are the property of their respective owners, which are in no way associated or affiliated with IK Multimedia.  
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